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1. Introduction

Research workers on coconut crop often complain that on account
of large varia'tion present between the yields of individual trees, it is
not possible to derive any reliable conclusions from field experiments
on coQoanut trees. The present investigation deals with certain
techniques for increasing the precision of experiments on heterozygous
material like coconut.

The coconut trees show a marked biennial bearing habit giving
high and low yields over successive years. Since all the trees afe not
usually in the same phase of yield in a year,, the analysis of yearly
records of individual trees of any experiment may be misleading. The
average yield of a coconut tree over an even number of consecutive
years represents a good index of its performance and should be utilized
in the analysis of data on coconut trees.

. For successful experimentation with perennial plants, it is highly
desirable to use biologically homogeneous material as far as possible.
When experiments are performed on variablematerial, the use of uni
formity trial records of individual trees in the pre-experimental period
becomes necessary for drawing reliable conclusions.

The variability in yields of uniformly treated coconut trees is
influenced mainly by (i) genetic factors and (ii) environmental factors.
It will, therefore, be of interest to know, what fractions of the observed
variation can be attributed to genetic and environmental factors. It is
also believed that the genetic variation between trees is a more poten
tial source of error than the environmental variation. With these
considerations in view, the following problems have been investigated
in this paper.

* (1) Based on the author's thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the require
ments for the award of Diploma in Agricultural Statistics, Indian Coimcil of Agri
cultural Research, New Delhi, 1956. '

(2) The author is presently working as Senior Lecturer in Agricultural
Statistics, Rafi Ahmed Kidwai Agricultural Institute, Schore, M.P.
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(1) The estimation of relative contribution of genetic and environ
mental factors to.the total variation between trees and the estimation
of relative contribution of these two factors to the error variation'
within plots, when a tree is used as an ultimate unit of analysis.

(2) Investigating the usefulness of calibrated trees for controlling
both the environmental and genetic components of error.

2. Components of Variation and Their Estimation

Pearce^ has discussed this problem in connection with the deter
mination of plot size with trees and bushes. It is well known that,
any phenotypic character is a joint expression of the genotype and
the environment. If the genetic and environmental effects are additive
and independent, the average yield ;; of a coconut tree over an even
number of consecutive years can be expressed as y ^ g + e, where
g IS the contribution due to genotype and e is the contribution due to
environment.

Let clusters of contiguous trees be formed according to a certain
pattern. Let denote the number of trees per cluster or plot, and c
the total number of such clusters in the field. Let represent the
yield of the yth. tree in the jth cluster and let y,, and y be the means of
the zth cluster and the general mean respectively. The quantities
gii, gi, g, e", and e are similarly defined for g and e components
of the yield.

Using the additive model stated above, the variation- between the
cluster means can be expressed as follows:

5^ (yt. -pyz = i _ f (gi.-gy , • (e,, - ey
c-1 c-1 c-1

2 ^ g)
1=1 c — 1

If the genotypes are randomly distributed over the field, the pro
duct term on the right-hand side is expected to be zero. If the set of
trees is itself a random sample of trees from some hypothetical infinite
population of trees, the first quantity on the right-hand side will esti
mate a similar quantity about the population (i.e., the same expression
with summation running over population) and further if the clusters

samples of genotypes, the first quantity on the
right-hand side will estimate where o-/ is the variation between all
the genotypes in the population and .v is the size'of the cluster. -•
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The second quantity on the right-hand side estimates a quantity
according to Fairfield Smith's law,^ where or/ is the variation

between e's in the population and b is a constant lying between zero
and unity. Agricultural workers have verified Fairfield Smith's Law
from time to time and it does generally reflect the pattern of environ-

2

mental variation. Therefore Z estimates the quantity

2

Hence if we fit a curve of the type Z = ipg^lx) to yield data, the

constants of the curve will reasonably estimate and b in the
•population. The curve can be written in the form xz = + <7/ x.'-®
If xz be. denoted by W, the curve takes the form W = G +. Ex", where
the quantity Wcan be directly obtained as mean square between clusters
in the analysis of variance table.

It will be noticed that x represents the number of trees per plot
without any mention of the shape of the plot. To avoid this diGBiculty,
all the factorisable geometric shapes are taken into account for any
considered plot' size superposed on the trees in a garden. Thus for
;c = 8the shapes (8X1), (1X8), (2X4) and (4X2) are taken where (8x1)
means that-the plot is formed by taking 8 trees along a row, (4x2)
means that the plot is formed by taking 4 trees along each of the two
adjacent •rows and so on. Due to irregular spacing, missing trees,
rejection of young trees, etc., it becomes very difficult to have all plots
of the same shape for a fixed size, yet in order that lesser number of
trees is wasted, sometimes some deviation in the shape of some of the
plots has been allowed, althpugh in general, the same geometric pattern
has been followed as far as possible.

The size of the plot being fixed, Wis calculated for. each' shape of
plot. If there is no marked difference between these values of W,
their weighted average is taken, weights being the corresponding degrees
of freedom. The curve then takes the form W = G + Ex"", where
W is the weighted average.

A simple method of curve fitting.—The curve can also be written
in the form W = G + which resembles the form y=a+Pp*,
Several workers have discussed the fitting of this curve,""® where
in all such cases except in<®', xis usually taken to be in arithmetic pro
gression, which is not true of log x. Here a sunple device has been
used to fit this curve. It takes advantage of the knowledge that B is
expected" to lie between zero and one. For any trial value ofB between
zero and one, is calculated for different values of :x:. If x"" = x-^

v-
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where is now known, the problem reduces to fitting a straight line
W" = G + Exi and estimating B by a quantity which gives the mini
mum residual S.S. Thus by trial and error, the requisite value Bg is
found out, correct up to two places of decimal. The method has teen
found to be successful in some of the practical applications though it
does not provide directly the estimate of the variance of -Bq. The
standard errors of G and E can be calculated approximately by assuming

to be an errorless variable.

If Go, Eo and Bg are the calculated constants of the curve and
(R.S.SX is the corresponding minimum residual S.S., the.approximate
standard errors of Gp and Eg are given by

- S.E.{Go)o) —

where

S.E. {Eq) —

2 _
iR.S.S.)o
n-3

Six,')

and n is the number of points. It will be noticed that for x —1,
W' = W the total variation between trees estimates -f- a/. Hence
Go and Eg are the estimates of genetic and environmental components
of the tot^ variation between trees.

Genetic and environmental components of within cluster mean
square.—We shall now investigate into the contribution of genetic and
environmental. components of the error variation within clusters oiF
trees, a tree being an ultimate unit-of analysis. Using the. same model
_j; = g -f e for a tree we have.

iyu-yiY _ , ss{e^, - e,y
c (a: — 1) c{x — 1)S S

i=i 1=1 cix-l)

+
22S (gj, - gij (.eti - ej

c(x-l)

If we assume that the genotypes are randomly distributed over the
field, the product term on the right-hand side may be neglected. Again
if each cluster is a random sample of genotypes, the genetic variation
within each cluster is an estimate of the genetic variation in the infinite
population; hence the average of the genetic variation'within each.
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cluster, over different clusters is also an estimate of the genctic variation
in the population. In other words

c(x-l)

is an estimate of

To calculate the expectation of the second term on the right-hand
side, we make use of the following identity.

i=i 1=1 •'•=1

If

SSie,,-ey_ ,
(cx - 1)

and

SZ(e,,-e,y _
c(x-l)

then the identity can be written in the form

(cx - 1) = c(X - 1) + X(c - 1) i ~

Taking expectations on both sides and using Fairlield Smith's Law,
the identity becomes

(cx —1) (T.2 = C(X —1) 0-j„2 (c —1) ^

2 _
c X^,

{X - 1)

For a large number of clusterswe have in the limit

X

which implies that in the limit .^ew^ estimates ^(1 —x"'') a,^.
X 1.

Therefore the analysis of variance table with the expectation of mean
squares can be presented as given in the next page.
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Table I

Source of Variatioa d.f. M.S. Expectation M.Sr

Between clusters (c — 1) x Z
i=l c - 1

Within clusters c(;c-l) S i d -
isi y=i ^ X I

Total icx-l) + .

The expectation of mean squares is true when c tends to infinity.

Themultiplying factors ofa/ inTablel aTexjx* and(xlx—l)(l—x-^).
The quantity xjx^ is expected to begreater than 1 as ' ' is expected
to lie between zero and one. For this reason between cluster M.S. is
expected to increase with x, whereas the quantity

('-?)
;c-l

is positive and clearly less than 1. This quantity slowly increases with
;c and tends to unity as :x; becomes very large. Therefore the M.S.
within clusters is a function which increases very slowly with x. The
sampUng fluctuations in the estimates of cr/ and associated with
any particular type of grouping, may mask the slowly rising trend in
the Within cluster M.S. It is, therefore, better to estimate and a/
using between cluster M.S., which is expected to increase more rapidly
with X than the Within cluster M.S.

The estimates of 6^^ and a/ may now be used to obtain the estimate
of Within cluster M.S. As a check on the goodness of fit of these
estimates, we might compare the expected value of Within cluster M.S.
with the weighted average of the actual values of Within cluster M.S.
over different shapes for a given plot size a:.

The above findings are tested on the uniformity data obtained
from Block F of the Coconut Research Station, Pilicode and Field IX
of the Central Coconut Research Station, Kasargod. The results
are presented in Section 3,.
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Limitations of the method.—The method depends upon the vaUdity
of the following assumptions:

(i) Fairfield Smith's Law holds good,

(ii) The Phenotype can be split into two additive parts—genetic-
and environmental.

(iii) The genotypes are randomly distributed over the field and

(iv) Each cluster is a random sample of genotypes.

The curve fitted is

Z=^+^.
The constant 'F is associated with the intraclass correlation between e's
within plots. The value of ' 6' depends to some extent on the nature
of fertility contours in the field. It may sometimes happen that b
may be unity or not much different from unity, in. which case the
curve becomes xZ = o,® _|_ which case the separation of the two
components of variation may not be possible.

Subject to these limitations, the method does give an approximate
idea of the genetic and environmental components of the total variation
between trees and their contribution to the Within cluster variation
for different plot sizes.

It appears from the following illustrations that with coconut crop,
the genetic component is greater than the environmental component
in the total variation between trees. Even if these components are
equal, the genetic component of error variation within clusters is much
larger than the corresponding environmental component. This is
because, the multiplying factor of ir/ in the expectation of the Within
cluster M.S. is xjx - I [1 - x-"] which is usually a very small positive
quantity less than unity. This quantity increases very slowly with x
and in the limit tends to unity as x tends to infinity.

If the genetic component of error variation is higher than the
ehvii:onmental component, alternative methods must be devised which
aim at controlling the genetic component using the same set of trees..
This is discussed in Section 4.

3. Practical Applications

•• .Exaw/jfc 1.—Between cluster and Within cluster mean squares
for 172 trees of Block F at Pilicode are presented in Table 11.
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Table II

Between cluster and Within cluster Mean Squares

89

Plot
Size

W

Shape
Between
cluster

M.S. (W)
d.f.

Pooled
Between
cluster

M.S. (W)

Within
cluster
M.S.

d.f.
Pooled
Within
cluster
M.S.

4 1 . 191-49 171 191 . •

2 J[2X1
[1X2

260-67
204-33

84
85

232
123-53
178-80

85
86

151-33

3
f3xl
.1X3

261-85
219-11

56
56

270
140-16
149-49

114
114

144-82

•4 1r4xi
1X4

[2X2

311-40
251-30
283-39

41

42
41

282
154-56
m-02
152-63

126
129
126

159-83

5
[5X1
[1X5

384-59
308-96

33

33
347

145-67
165-49

136
136

155-58

' 1
-6X1
1X6
2x3

.3x2

335-02
376-40
391-20
471-95

27

27
27
27

394

164:47
157-94
151-25
137-85

140
140
140
140

152-87

•1
•8X1
1x8

4x2
-2X4 .

417-68
417-61

. 351-55 -
470-32

20
20

19
20

415

164-58
163-14
153-13
155-06

147
147
140
147.

159-05

Here W shows a clearly rising trend (Graph I) with increase in
whereas pooled Within cluster M.S. shows only a very slightly rising
trend with x.

For the sake of illustration, the trial values of B and the values
of the corresponding residual sum of squares are presented below:

. Table III

s 0-50 0-60 0.70 0-74 0-75 0-76 0-80 1-00

Residual 1630-44 1477-05 1410'-40 1407-30 1407-09 U09-33 1424-12 1673.67
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<0 300

„ . 4 5

PCob Size

Graph I (Block F, Pilicode)

Graph showing rising trend of W and Agreement between W observed and W
expected.

The curve fitted between W and x has the equation,

H/'- 124-7900 + 63-7536 ....

The curve accounts for 96-64% of the variation in W. The
observed and the expected values of W are presented in Table IV.
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Table IV

Comparison of Observed and Expected Values of W

Plot Size W (observed) W (expected)

1 191 188-54

2 232 232-01

3 270 m-n

4 282 305-11

5 347 337-96

6 394 369-20

8 415 428-05

ixxyiv AO a agiccuicui, uciween ine oDservea ana tne expected
values of W. The estimates ofa/ and o-,^ are

(?o = 124-7900 S.E. (Go) = 17-960
£•0= 63-7536 S.E.iE^)= 5-945

= 0-75

The genetic and environmental components of the total variation
betvi'een trees are approximately in the ratio of 2: 1. The estimate of
b is 0-25.

The environmental component of the within cluster variation is
estimated by = xjx - 1) (1 - E^ and the expected value of
Within cluster M.S. is estimated by {G^ + E). These two quantities
along With the average values of Within cluster M.S. corresponding
to different plot sizes are presented below.

Table V

X E Go + -E Average Within
cluster M.S.

2. 20-29 . 145-08 151-33

3 22-97 147-76 144-82 .
4 24-90, 149-69 159-83

5 26-40 151-19 155-58

6 27-62 152-41 152-87

8 29-52 154-31 159-05
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